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Abstract: Mixed fodder components milling process is quite energy-consuming. Dependence of specific energy consumption on the hammer mill productivity is extremal and the minimum of this extremum drifts with changing composition and qualities of the raw materials. Extremum search control systems utilization, however, is constrained due to the fact that automatic control systems (ACS) of the hammer mill drive electric motor (DEM) current load, as practice shows, often become unstable. For this control object (CO) it is practical to use ACS with self-tuning of the controller parameters. Hammer mill properties as a CO are well suited for verifying the efficiency of the algorithms of this system, because, firstly, the control channel transition coefficient changes in ten or more times, secondly, it has substantially nonlinear static characteristic and has the uncertainty of the parameters of the dynamic models. Functioning of the ACS with constant parameters of the channel transition coefficient changes in ten or more times, secondly, it has substantially nonlinear static characteristic and properties as a CO are well suited for verifying the efficiency of the algorithms of this system, because, firstly, the control channel transition coefficient changes in ten or more times, secondly, it has substantially nonlinear static characteristic and has the uncertainty of the parameters of the dynamic models. Functioning of the ACS with constant parameters of the controller and self-tuning ACS (STACS) are compared in this research. Results of the simulation and semi-industrial trials confirmed the developed self-tuning algorithms effectiveness and verified their software implementation. The system operates steadily throughout operating range of loads, therefore, it can be used as a part of optimization systems as an adaptive system of stabilization.
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Introduction

Hammer mills effective control is a topical issue, given that the milling the components of mixed fodder process is quite energy-consuming and, therefore, the power of DEM is significant: for some models it reaches 600 kW [1]. Dependence of specific energy consumption on the hammer mill productivity is extremal and the minimum of this extremum drifts with changing composition and qualities of the raw materials [2, 3]. Extremum search control systems utilization, however, is constrained due to the fact that ACS of the hammer mill DEM current load \( I \) become unstable with increasing set points \( I \), because hammer mill static characteristic, as a CO, through channel «control impact \( u \) raw material feeding rate – DEM current \( I \) load» is non-linear. Consequently, when the control signal \( u \) changes, CO gain \( k_0 \) changes as well [2, 3]. Significant \( k_0 \)
increase is usually observed in the transition from the optimal mode of energy consumption to the mode of maximum hammer mill productivity, when the time of production performance becomes the main indicator of efficiency. Constant manual retuning of the current load stabilization system is quite complicated, operator errors can not be ruled out; therefore for this CO it is expedient to use STACS to the CO gain that varies.

**Analysis of literary data and problem statement**

Hammer mills mathematical models as CO are presented in [2, 3]. These models were obtained using different approaches. Their structure was determined on the basis of physical processes in the hammer mill components: feeder, milling zone, DEM. And the parameters were obtained through experiments. Simulation models which were developed for the MatLab/Simulink environment take into account stochastic nature of the uneven flow of raw materials, fluctuations of the supply voltage, backlashes in the actuators and other specific features of the hammer mill operation.

Static characteristics of the hammer mill, which were obtained during simulation [3], are presented on fig. 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>a) hammer mill with gate valve; b) with rotary valve feeder during milling:</th>
<th>1 – maize; 2 – wheat; 3 – barley</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fig. 1 – Static (quasi-static) characteristics of the hammer mill</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Analyzing these characteristics, we can conclude that they are non-linear and, depending on the current values of the control influence \( u \), the gain \( k_0 \) of the hammer mill as a CO changes widely from 1 to 12 A/\%%. Obviously, in such conditions, the ACS with constant controller parameters with changing of the set point \( I_z \), and, consequently, values of \( u \), may become unstable.

Using the models in [3], dynamic characteristics of the hammer mill as a CO were obtained utilizing the active experiment method for two ranges of control influence changes. The results are presented in fig. 2.

The analysis of the transient processes shows that the time delay of the CO model practically does not depend on the type of raw material and the control impact rage change. But the response time \( T_e \) of the models increase in 1.5-2 times with control impact increase and depend on the type of raw material. These experiments show the hammer mill dynamic characteristics uncertainty. This additionally complicates ACS implementation with constant controller parameters and emphasizes the necessity to implement adaptive control systems with self-tuning of the controller parameters.

Such STACS is described in detail in [4], but in this system as a CO control channel model was used one in a form of linear differential equation with changing parameters, of which CO gain changing the most. Such simplified models are traditionally used at the stage of theoretical studies, because they allow to trace the cause and effect connections between variables or parameters which are important for a particular problem. At the same time such “formal” models have significant drawbacks – they don’t reflect many of the properties of real CO concerning which self-tuning algorithms may turn out to be non-robust.

Taking into account the abovementioned specifics of the hammer mill mathematical models, it can be concluded that it is expedient to use it as a test object to verify the effectiveness of the STACS.
Dynamic characteristics of the hammer mill model with rotary valve feeder (a) and with gate valve (b) during milling:
1 – maize; 2 – wheat; 3 – barley with step change in control influence Δu(t)=10% from different ranges
Fig. 2 – Demonstration of the hammer mill dynamic characteristics uncertainty

Goal and tasks of the research
Goal is to verify the effectiveness of the STACS functioning with a test object. The gain in such object changes in a wide range, parameters of the dynamic characteristics are not precisely defined and its model includes nonlinearities that are typical for many real technological objects. The tasks include: a) to carry out research of ACS with constant controller parameters during stabilizing of hammer mill DEM load current in the conditions of the uncontrollable external disturbances impact and with changing set point value; b) to conduct research of STACS functioning in the same experimental conditions.

Methods and materials of the research
Since STACS model includes non-linear and non-stationary dynamic links, it is impossible to solve the problem analytically. Therefore, simulation and semi-industrial trials, conducted using MatLab/Simulink environment, were chosen as methods of research. During semi-industrial trials functional block which implements STACS self-tuning algorithms which were developed during simulation, is loaded and executed in an industrial controller. CO stays in the form of a simulation model and functions in the Simulink environment. This allows to carry out verification of the self-tuning program module, to identify possible errors and specifics associated with the transition to a digital form of algorithms implementation (the effects of quantization in time and magnitude, the instability of computational procedures, etc.)

Specifics of semi-industrial trials: a) it is conducted in real time; b) the “virtual” model of the CO compared to the real plant significantly reduces the cost of conduction experiments and allows one to understand the functioning of the system in different modes, including those close to the emergency situation.

Research results
In conditions of uncertainty two variants of ACS with constant controller parameters synthesis are possible: the first one – to conduct it for worst CO parameters combination; the second one – for conditionally averaged CO parameters.

Transient characteristics presented in fig. 2 allowed to accept the worst combination of CO parameters numerical values: k₀=12 A/%, τ₀=3s and T₀=5s; conditionally averaged numerical values of CO model parameters: k₀=1 A/%, τ₀=3s and T₀=10s. Utilizing the engineering method [5] ACS PI controller parameters were calculated. For the first option: gain kᵢ=0,13 %/A and integral action time Tᵢₐ=9,6 c; for the second option: gain kᵢ=3,7 %/A and integral action time Tᵢₐ=6 c. During simulation aperiodic set point formation link was used in the ACS structure and uneven flow of raw materials was simulated as well. This led to its reflection on DEM load current changing characteristics.
The simulation results showed that in the case of using the worst combination of CO parameters during ACS synthesis, it remained operational (stable) throughout the operating range of $F(t)=35\ldots55$ A changes (see fig. 3). However, because of the small controller gain value $k$, there is low dynamic accuracy of the stabilization (up to $\pm10$ A). This is due to poor suppression of external coordinate disturbances. This, in its turn, can trigger the hammer mill DEM thermal protection circuit.

When simulating search movements of the optimization system, which changed the set point value $F(t)$ of the stabilization system, for example, according to harmonic law, hammer mill DEM current load ACS does not provide sufficient accuracy of the $F(t)$ tracking.

When utilizing conditionally averaged CO parameters in the ACS synthesis, then the system is operational (stable) but only for a certain value of DEM load current, e.g. $F=35$ A. However, with the current value increase to $F=55$ A, the system becomes unstable (see fig. 1). This is a consequence of non-linear static characteristic of the hammer mill models.

When simulating searching moves of the optimization system, the ACS with rotary valve feeder turned out to be non-operational. And this fact impedes the implementation of the optimization systems for hammer mills.

STACS simulation for hammer mill model in MatLab/Simulink environment was carried out for similar conditions (see fig. 5.). As it follows from its results, in contrast to the conventional ACS, STACS is stable in all operating range of loads $F(t)=35\ldots55$ A. Since the static characteristic of the hammer mill is non-linear, the controller influence does not exceed its limit value of 100 %. When simulating search moves of the optimization system, developed STACS provides tracking for changing set point value of $F(t)$ with sufficient for practical applications accuracy.

The results of semi-industrial trials of STACS with self-tuning algorithms implemented in industrial controller, and the hammer mill model in Simulink using Real-Time Windows Target library [6], are presented in fig. 6. Analysis of the trends shows, that developed self-tuning algorithms are effective for such CO as hammer mill and also their software implementation is verified. STACS is stable in all operating loads range $F(t)=35\ldots55$ A and provide tracking for changing set point value according to harmonic law $F(t)$. Consequently, it can be used as adaptive subsystem of stabilization in search optimization system.

Fig. 3 – ACS operation with constant controller parameters in modes: startup and stabilization; simulation of extremum search
Hammer mill with rotary valve feeder (CO model with conditionally averaged parameters)
during milling of: 1 – maize; 2 – barley

Fig. 4 – ACS operation with constant controller parameters in modes:
startup and stabilization; simulation of extremum search

Hammer mill with rotary valve feeder (CO model with conditionally averaged parameters)
during milling of: 1 – maize; 2 – barley

Fig. 5 – STACS operation in modes: startup and stabilization; simulation of extremum search
Discussion of the results

The results which were obtained during STACS research with the hammer mill as a CO, further confirms the legitimacy of the controller self-tuning in the closed-loop ACS concept, utilizing passive identification of the CO and separating own motion of the closed-loop ACS from the total motion component. It should be noted that even in conditions when adopted hypothesis in [4] about low-frequency nature of the CO gain change is violated, since for hammer mill it changes very quickly, STACS still ensures the fulfillment of its functions.

Conclusions

1. Choosing the hammer mill as a CO to verify the effectiveness of the developed self-tuning algorithms is justified. Properties of the hammer mill are adequate to the task, since its gain through the control channel changes in 10 or more times, secondly it has substantially non-linear static characteristic, including nonlinearity of the “backlash” and “dead band zone” types, as well as dynamic nonlinearity of “actuator with constant speed” type. The listed specifics reflect the properties of not only hammer mills, but also many other real plants.

2. Computer experiments with simulation models of hammer mill ACS for different kinds of raw materials revealed the following: a) ACS with constant controller parameters, which were calculated for worst combination of CO parameters, does not provide sufficient dynamic accuracy and with conditionally averaged parameters of the CO, does not provide stability, in particular, with increase in raw materials feed rate; b) developed STACS ensures the stable operation of the hammer mill in the entire working loads range, in particular, when tracking the variable set point value of the DEM load current. This makes it possible to apply STACS as a part of the optimization system as an adaptive stabilization system.

3. Semi-industrial trials of STACS showed that the software implementation of the developed self-tuning algorithms was done correctly, since the results of semi-industrial trials almost coincide with the results obtained during simulation in Simulink. When controlling the hammer mill model which is calculated on a PC in real time, the stable operation of the STACS throughout the whole working range of loads is observed.
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